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PRESIDENT’S WELCOME
I’m excited to welcome you to Regina this year to the 11th annual
conference of the Association for Nonprofit and Social Economy
Research/Association de recherche sur les organismes sans but lucratif et sur l’économie
sociale!
Our theme this year, Nonprofits and the Social Economy: Gathering Diversities, celebrates our
region that was originally known in Cree as oskana kâ-asastêki – a gathering place for many
peoples. Many of us in this region of Canada are making truth-seeking and reconciliation a
priority in our teaching, research and community service.
This year’s conference will showcase an exciting mix of panels and roundtables with presenters
from across Canada and abroad. We will also have two keynote speakers over the course of the
conference. Our academic keynote address will be given by Dr. Jim Daschuk, historical health
inequities scholar. He is famous for his 2013 book, Clearing the Plains: Disease, Politics of
Starvation, and the Loss of Aboriginal Life. He has sold close to 25,000 copies and has won eight
book awards. Our community keynote speaker is Ms. Kristin Catherwood, from Heritage
Saskatchewan who is an intangible cultural heritage (ICH) specialist – ICH encompasses the
underlying fabric of our lives and is a key resource for community development. She does a
wonderful job of mixing story-telling with conceptual work.
As you know, ANSER-ARES is a Canadian association for people who have an interest in research
that pertains broadly to nonprofit organizations and the social economy. Over the past eleven
years, we’ve worked hard to grow a collaborative network of academics, community
practitioners and students dedicated to understanding the sector. Key to our success is our
annual conference that facilitates the exchange of knowledge among members and stimulates
dialogue on the cutting-edge developments in the field. We also have our own dual language
journal – Canadian Journal of Nonprofit and Social Economy Research/Revue canadienne de
recherche sur les OSBL et l’économie sociale. It is a free online, peer-reviewed publication
produced through the Online Publishing Program at Simon Fraser University
(http://www.anser-ares.ca/anserj.php). If you would like to get involved in ANSER-ARES, please
don't hesitate to connect with me.
I wish you a wonderful time in Regina and at Congress!
Gloria DeSantis, President, ANSER-ARES
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MOT DE BIENVENUE DE LA PRÉSIDENTE
Je suis heureuse de vous accueillir à Regina cette année pour la 11e
conférence annuelle de l'Association de recherche sur les organismes sans
but lucratif et de l'économie sociale (ARES)/ Association for Nonprofit and
Social Economy Research (ANSER).
Notre thème cette année, Les organismes sans but lucratif et l'économie sociale: Rassembler les
diversités, célèbre notre région qui était à l'origine connue en cri comme oskana kâ-asastêki un endroit de rassemblement pour beaucoup de peuples. Beaucoup d'entre nous dans cette
région du Canada font de la vérité et la réconciliation une priorité dans notre enseignement,
notre recherche et notre service communautaire.
La conférence de cette année mettra en vedette une panoplie excitante de tables rondes et de
conférenciers de partout au Canada et de l'étranger. Nous aurons également deux
conférenciers d'honneur au cours de la conférence. Notre discours d'ouverture sera donné par
le Dr Jim Daschuk, historien des inégalités en matière de santé. Il est célèbre pour son livre de
2013, Nettoyer les plaines: la maladie, la politique de la famine et la perte de la vie autochtone.
Il s'est vendu à près de 25 000 exemplaires et a remporté huit prix. Notre conférencière
principale est Mme Kristin Catherwood, d'Héritage Saskatchewan, spécialiste du patrimoine
culturel immatériel (PCI). Le PCI se rapporte au tissu social de nos vies et constitue une
ressource clé pour le développement communautaire. Elle fait un excellent travail en
mélangeant l'histoire avec le travail conceptuel.
Comme vous le savez, ANSER-ARES est une association canadienne pour les personnes qui
s'intéressent à la recherche sur les organismes sans but lucratif et l'économie sociale. Au cours
des onze dernières années, nous avons travaillé fort pour développer un réseau collaboratif
d'universitaires, de praticiens communautaires et d'étudiants qui se consacrent à la
compréhension du secteur. La clé de notre succès est notre conférence annuelle qui facilite
l'échange de connaissances entre les membres et stimule le dialogue sur les développements
de pointe dans le domaine. Nous avons aussi notre propre journal bilingue - Canadian Journal
of Nonprofit and Social Economy Research / Revue canadienne de recherche sur l'OSBL et
l'économie sociale. Il s'agit d'une publication en ligne gratuite, évaluée par des pairs, produite
dans le cadre du programme de publication en ligne de l'Université Simon Fraser
(http://www.anser-ares.ca/anserj.php). Si vous souhaitez vous impliquer dans ANSER-ARES,
n'hésitez pas à me contacter.
Je vous souhaite un merveilleux séjour à Regina et au Congrès!
Gloria De Santis, Présidente ANSER/ARES
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Welcome to ANSER – The Association for Nonprofit and Social
Economy Research!
Your registration fee for the ANSER conference includes a one-year membership in ANSER.
ANSER is a Canadian association for those who have an interest in research that pertains broadly to
nonprofit organizations and the social economy.
ANSER is working to:
 foster a collaborative community of scholars and researchers; and
 develop a Canadian body of knowledge that encompasses such fields as community economic
development, philanthropy, nonprofit management, volunteering, social and environmental
accounting, government/voluntary sector relationships, social movements, citizen engagement,
and civil society.
Our interests range from the theoretical to the applied. We have come together to promote the
development and application of our knowledge for the benefit of Canadians and others in collaboration
with those working in the nonprofit sector and the social economy.
Our vision for membership embraces a variety of scholarly fields including economics, history, law,
business and management, education, psychology, political science, public administration and sociology.

Call for Submissions: www.anserj.ca
The Canadian Journal of Nonprofit and Social Economy Research / Revue canadienne de recherche sur
les OSBL et l’économie sociale (ANSERJ) is an online open access English and French peer-reviewed
publication. ANSERJ is dedicated to providing a stimulating and vibrant forum for the open
dissemination of contemporary high-quality, peer-reviewed research on nonprofits and the social
economy.
ANSERJ is the official journal of the Association of Nonprofit and Social Economy Research (ANSER) / Association de
recherche sur les organismes sans but lucratif et l’économie sociale (ARES).
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Bienvenue à l’Association de recherche sur les organismes sans but
lucratif et l’économie sociale (ARES)!
Votre inscription à la conference ARES vous permet de devenir member pur une année de notre
association.
ARES est une association canadienne qui regroupe des personnes qui s’intéressent à la recherche sur les
organismes sans but lucratif et l’économie sociale.
ARES poursuit les objectifs suivants:
 Regrouper au sein d’une communauté collaborative des chercheurs et des praticiens provenant
des différentes régions du Canada;
 Développer des connaissances sur le développement économique communautaire, la
philanthropie, la gestion des organismes sans but lucratif, le bénévolat, la comptabilité sociale et
environnementale, les relations entre les gouvernements et le secteur communautaire, les
mouvements sociaux, la participation des citoyens et de la société civile.
Nos champs d’intérêt portent autant sur les connaissances théoriques que sur les connaissances
appliquées. De pair avec des acteurs des secteurs sans but lucratif et de l’économie sociale, nous
favorisons le développement et l’application de nos connaissances dans le but d’en faire profiter
aux Canadiennes et Canadiens.
Les membres de notre organisation appartiennent à diverses disciplines dont l’économie, l’histoire, le
droit, l’administration des affaires, la gestion, l’éducation, la psychologie, les sciences politiques,
l’administration publique et la sociologie.

Appel de propositions: www.anserj.ca
La Revue canadienne de recherche sur les OSBL et l’économie sociale /Canadian Journal of Nonprofit
and Social Economy Research (ANSERJ) est une publication bilingue (anglais et français) avec comité de
lecture, offerte gratuitement en ligne. ANSERJ s’emploie à fournir une tribune stimulante pour la
diffusion publique de recherches contemporaines de haute qualité sur les organismes sans but lucratif
(OSBL) et l’économie sociale.
ANSERJ est la revue officielle de l’Association de recherche sur les organismes sans but lucratif et l’économie
sociale (ARES).
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THANK YOU TO OUR VOLUNTEERS AND SPONSORS!
MERCI À NOS BÉNÉVOLES ET COMMANDITAIRES!
An event like this could not be possible without the support and hard work of our many volunteers and
sponsors. Specifically, we would like to thank the following sponsors for their support of our conference
events, student awards, and travel subsidies for students and practitioners, and recognize and thank the
volunteers and support staff that help with planning and coordinating the conference. Thank you to
everyone!

Conference Committee:

Peer Reviewers:

Micheal Shier, University of Toronto (Chair)
Gloria DeSantis, University of Regina (Local
Host)
Alexandra Gardner, Imagine Canada
Jack Quarter, University of Toronto
Laurie Mook, Arizona State University
Ushnish Sengupta, University of Toronto
Yvonne D. Harrison, Luther College at the
University of Regina

Aaron Turpin, University of Toronto
Anthony Piscitelli, Wilfrid Laurier University
Catherine Pearl, Mount Royal University
Jack Quarter, University of Toronto
Laurie Mook, Arizona State University

Support Staff:
Brooke Knaus, University of Regina
Bryan Smith, University of Regina

Luc Thériault, University of New Brunswick
Lynne Siemens, University of Victoria
Micheal Shier, University of Toronto
Peter Elson, University of Victoria
Rachel LaForest, Queens University
Sébastien Savard, University of Ottawa
Susan Ramsundarsingh, University of Toronto
Ushnish Sengupta, University of Toronto

PROGRAM AT A GLANCE
Wednesday, May 30, 2018

VUE D’ENSEMBLE DU PROGRAMME

Thursday, May 31, 2018

Friday, June 1, 2018

8:00

Greeting Room

Greeting Room

8:30

Concurrent session/Atelier
C

Concurrent session/Atelier
G

10:00 Greeting Room
10:30 Concurrent session/Atelier
A

Break
Concurrent session/Atelier
D

Break
Concurrent session/Atelier
H

12:00 Lunch (provided)
12:15 Keynote

Lunch (provided)
Keynote
See you next year
at the University of
British Columbia

1:15 ANSER-ARES AGM
1:30

2:30 Concurrent session/Atelier
B
3:15

Concurrent session/Atelier
E

Concurrent session/Atelier
F

Student Meet and Greet
4:30 Reception
5:30

ANSER-ARES.CA

Reception/Banquet
Wascana Centre
(cash bar open at 5:30PM
With dinner at 6:30PM)
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JOINT and CROSS-LISTED CASC-ANSER and CPSA-ANSER SESSIONS

Canadian Political Science Association
Association canadienne de science politique

Wednesday May 30, 2018:
10:30AM – 12:00PM
A1 PANEL PRESENTATION: Group Economics for African People (Cross-Listed Session with CPSA)
A3 PAPER THEME: Co-operatives Within and Beyond Existing Social Relations (Joint Session with CASC)

Thursday May 31, 2018:
10:30AM – 12:00PM
D1 PANEL PRESENTATION: Sisters in Solidarity: Innovation within Diverse Financial Economies (CrossListed Session with CPSA)
D3 PAPER THEME: Cultivating Diversity Within and Beyond Co-Operatives: A Social Justice Perspective
(Cross-Listed Session from CASC)
12:00PM – 1:30PM
D4 PANEL PRESENTATION: Co-operative and Worker-Owned Alternatives to Corporate Academic
Publishing (Cross-Listed Session from CPSA)
1:30PM – 3:00PM
E3 PAPER THEME: Co-operatives and Universities: Unique Challenges & Opportunities (Cross-Listed
Session from CASC)

Friday June 1, 2018:
8:30AM – 10:00AM
H1 PAPER THEME: Partnerships and Stakeholder Engagement in the Social Economy (Cross-Listed
Session with CASC)
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CONFERENCE SESSIONS 2018 SESSIONS DU COLLUQUE
WEDNESDAY MAY 30, 10:00AM – 4:30PM
Gathering Room and Greeting Table: Riddell Centre (RC) 177
WEDNESDAY MAY 30, 10:30AM – 12:00PM
A1 Panel Presentation: Group Economics for African People
**ANSER-ARES session cross-listed with CPSA

ROOM: RC 286

Chair/Organizer: Caroline Shenaz Hossein, York University
Theory and practice of African American cooperative economics
Jessica Gordon-Nembhard, City University of New York
The history of cooperative ownership among African Americans demonstrates how cooperatives and the
notion of a group economy have enabled Blacks to generate income and at the same time be family and
community friendly. The history of African American cooperative ownership does demonstrate that Black
Americans have been successful in creating and maintaining collective and cooperatively owned
enterprises that often provided not only economic stability, but also developed many types of human and
social capital, and economic independence. This provides an alternative model of development based on
recognizing and developing internal (to the individual and to the community) capacities; and creating
mechanisms that distribute, recycle and multiply local expertise and capital within a community, creating
a solidarity economy for both survival and often community independence.
The need for a cooperative ganja model in the Caribbean
Kevin Edmonds, University of Toronto
When viewed through the theory of the Plantation Economic Model, once ganja is legalized and opened
up as a legitimate site of investment, the current power imbalances within the domestic and international
economies will carry over, displacing those individuals who have been relying on the ganja trade as a
source of income and employment for decades. Without a platform that takes this into consideration –
and scales up the benefits to the average person (through the creation of community cooperative
mechanisms), the Caribbean may find itself on the outside looking in, seeing further increases in poverty,
inequality, unemployment, and foreign economic domination. This presentation will propose a model of
community ganja cooperatives as a way to mitigate the effects of the Plantation Economy.
Natural resources and community development in the Niger Delta
Salewa Olawoye, Ryerson University
With decades of resource extraction in the Niger Delta region of Nigeria, sustainable development is still
a great issue of concern. Poverty, social justice, equity and environmental protection are still largely areas
of concern in this region. The rise of community development organizations has been fuelled by Nigerian
federalism, corruption and environmental degradation. This paper discusses the various local community
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development strategies, poverty alleviation initiatives and institutions that have been implemented in the
Niger Delta region–corporate and inter-relational level. The presentations contributes to sustainable
development that translates to equity, a better quality of life, a better environment and an overall better
society.
Under-representation of the Black community in the formal cooperative sector in Canada
Ushnish Sengupta, University of Toronto
The formal cooperative sector in Canada, plays a significant role in the economy. At the same time there
are few Black community led cooperatives, and few Black community members in management positions.
In contrast, recent data form the United States indicates the majority of new worker cooperatives are led
by people of colour. A deliberate strategy of converting existing businesses into cooperatives has resulted
in conversion of White owned businesses into cooperatives owned by more diverse communities. The
current state and possibilities for Black community owned cooperatives in Canada will be assessed in this
paper.
A2 Paper Theme: Regulations and Standards

ROOM: RC 252.2

Chair: Susan Phillips, Carleton University
Self-regulation as a fine balance: Assessing the standards program
Susan Phillips, Carleton University
Cathy Barr, Imagine Canada
Christopher Dougherty, Carleton University
Sector self-regulation is an important complement to state regulation when it focuses on the right goals:
enhancing governance and good practice through learning and continuous improvement. Making selfregulation work is a fine balance between being rigorous enough to influence nonprofit behaviour and
being flexible enough to work for and encourage participation by a wide range of organizations, as well as
being financial viable. This paper assess the effectiveness of Imagine Canada’s Standards Program, which
is among the most rigorous systems of accreditation for charities and nonprofits in the world, concluding
that it has this fine balance about right, but also highlighting significant tensions in maintaining a workable
balance as the program matures.
Fundraising regulation and the “voluntary” levy: Examining the effectiveness of the UK fundraising levy
on charity participation
Alasdair C. Rutherford, University of Stirling
Diarmuid McDonnell, University of Stirling
Regulators play an important role in promoting good governance and accountability by charities. The new
Fundraising Regulator for England is funded through a levy on large fundraising charities. We exploit the
sharp eligibility threshold in order to make a causal estimate of the effect of the fundraising levy on
regulatory participation. We show that the levy was necessary to secure participation by charities, and
cost was not a significant barrier to participation. The income from the Levy scheme is very significant, and
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without this it is likely that the level of resources available for fundraising regulation would be significantly
lower.
Investigating benefit corporations: A comparative study on legal frameworks and motivation
Jasmine Alam, Rollins College
Josephine Balzac, Rollins College
Benefit corporations are a relatively new legal framework. Many organizations across North America are
engaging in activity which qualify them to becoming a Benefit Corporation entity. Today, several
organizations have opted in to holding a Benefit Corporation status which is quite a departure from
traditional forms of legal structures. This paper analyzes various organizations across North America. By
comparative analysis, this paper highlights the differences in the legal framework between Benefit
Corporations in Canada and the United States. This paper also uncovers the motivations for becoming a
certified Benefit Corporation in both countries.
A3 Paper Theme: Co-operatives Within and Beyond Existing Social Relations
** Joint Session with CASC

ROOM: ED 113

Cooperatives, Territories, and Social Capital: A Critical Interrogation
Michele Bianchi, University of Toronto
Marcelo Vieta, University of Toronto
Collaboration between different members for a common aim is the foundation of the cooperative model
(Bonfanti & Sapelli 1981; Borzaga & Tortia 2004; Ostrom 2012; Zamagni 2005). Increasingly, however, the
cooperative is being seen as an exemplar organizational form for extending beyond the mutual interest of
members to embrace broader community development goals and proposals (Craig, 1993; Vieta & Lionais
2015; Mori 2017). This paper first critically evaluates the characteristics of the social relations between
cooperatives and surrounding communities, conceptualized in Italy as territorio (territory). Our analysis
deploys social capital theory (Bourdieu 1986; Coleman 1990; Putnam 1993) in order to critically interrogate
how cooperatives interact with their contexts. What social capital theory helps articulate is how these
territorial social relations can be productive. The second aim of this paper will be to assess the
methodological possibilities offered by each for research looking at cooperatives and their role in
community development.
Co-operation or Corporatization? Relationships between Universities and their Students' Co-operatives
Tristan Laing, Campus Co-operative Residence Inc.
Lana Wong, Waterloo Cooperative Residence Inc.
Michael Jodah Kenny, Regenesis York
Universities have often been key players in the founding, sustaining, and growth of student co-operatives.
Supportive university administrations and/or supportive faculty members have been key to student coops acquiring space, or even property. University support for student co-operatives is natural because the
values and mission of Universities and Co-operatives are fundamentally aligned. It's also natural, therefore,
for the increasingly corporate University, as it loses grip on its humanistic mission to educate citizens, to
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develop increasingly hostile relationships with student co-ops and perceive them as commercial
competition to university owned services. The history of the relationship between the University of
Toronto and Campus Co-op Residence Inc illustrates this decline. A refreshing and positive contrast,
however, is offered by a comparison to the relationship between Oberlin College and the Oberlin Student
Co-op Association.
Co-op Housing in Canada: Interviews with residents
Josh Hawley, Queen’s University
Co-op housing in Canada has a strong history of protecting tenants' rights and keeping land and housing
off the capitalist market. However, many residents of housing co-ops now find themselves without any
power to participate as their co-ops have abandoned participatory-democratic procedure in favour of
standard property management. This paper presents my preliminary findings of my MA thesis, including
interviews with residents. A number of these interviews comprise a case study on the Milton-Parc co-ops
in Montreal which also form an urban land trust. Interviews were either one-on-one or in a group setting.
A trend is apparent of housing co-ops becoming indistinguishable from other forms of subsidized housing.
For example, many co-ops do not have any active committees. This is contrasted with the Milton-Parc coops, in which every member must serve on a committee.
WEDNESDAY MAY 30, 12:00 PM

– LUNCH –
(provided)
ROOM: Classroom Building - CL 130

WEDNESDAY MAY 30, 12:15 PM – 1:15 PM

Keynote Address
Jim Daschuk
University of Regina
Clearing the Plains: An Historical View of the Racial Divide in Saskatchewan
Originally from Timmins, Ontario, James Daschuk has a PhD in history from the University of Manitoba.
His book, Clearing the Plains: Disease, Politics of Starvation and the Loss of Aboriginal Life has won
numerous awards including the Governor General’s Medal for scholarly research in history in 2014. The
Literary Review of Canada recently named it to its list of the twenty-five most influential Canadian books
of the last twenty-five years. He is currently an Associate Professor in the Faculty of Kinesiology and
health Studies at the University of Regina.
ROOM: Classroom Building – CL 130
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WEDNESDAY MAY 30, 1:15 PM – 2:15 PM

ANSER-ARES Annual General Meeting
ROOM: Classroom Building – CL 130
WEDNESDAY MAY 30, 2:30 PM – 4:00 PM
B1 Roundtable: The Social Procurement/Purchasing Project

ROOM: RC 286

Chair/Organizer: Jack Quarter, University of Toronto
Presenters/Speakers:
Andrea Chan, University of Toronto
Gordon Djong, University of Toronto
Marty Donkervoort, Social Enterprise Council of Canada
Rachel Laforest, Queens University
Annie Luk, University of Toronto
Laurie Mook, Arizona State University
Jack Quarter, University of Toronto
Social procurement takes on great importance for social enterprises integrating into the workforce
marginalized social groups, organizations that may be supported by a parent non-profit, government
programs, foundations and corporations. It is this relationship – social procurement as it pertains to
supported social enterprises integrating marginalized social groups into the workforce – that is the central
theme for this proposal. The purpose of this roundtable is to present findings of our research on the social
procurement and social purchasing as it pertains to non-profit social enterprises employing members of
marginalized social groups. The data are from a SSHRC project currently in progress.
There will be the presentations on the following components of the research and then a question and
answer: An overview to the study as well as next steps will be provided by Jack Quarter, University of
Toronto. Methodology: to collect data, the study engaged experimental approaches using Survey Monkey
to obtain a sample. Laurie Mook of Arizona State University will present on this aspect of the study. We
administered a survey to non-profit social enterprises across Canada on three themes: social procurement,
social purchasing and social marketing. The survey also generated background information on each
organization. Annie Luk, a PhD candidate at the University of Toronto, will present the findings. One
purpose of the study is to generate policy on social procurement and social purchasing that is of benefit to
non-profit social enterprises. Rachel Laforest of the Queen’s School of Policy Studies will present on this
aspect of the study. The ultimate goal of the study is to generate information that can be of use to social
enterprises. Marty Donkervoort, the Executive Director of the Social Enterprise Council of Canada will
discuss this aspect of the research.
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B2 Paper theme: Social Economy and Economic Empowerment and Development

ROOM: RC 252.2

Chair: Marcelo Vieto, University of Toronto
Conceptualizing diverse economies in Latin America: Practices, processes, and networks
Ana Inés Heras Monner Sans, Universidad Nacional de General San Martín
Marcelo Vieto, University of Toronto
A multitude of alternative socio-economic experiences, both contesting and moving beyond neoliberal
capitalism, have been flourishing in Latin America in recent decades. This paper maps, assesses, and
theorizes the most salient processes and networks of non-capitalist practices of diverse economies
currently found in Latin America, including: the social and solidarity economy, the popular economy,
campesino-indígena perspectives, the workers’ economy, la economía del trueque (barter and gift
economies) and la otra economía (the other economy). To do so, it draws on the growing endogenous and
critical literature that remains inaccessible to most scholars in the global North, as well as on the authors’
own sociological and anthropological investigations in the region.
Micro-credit and women’s empowerment go hand-in-hand in India
Selvi Roy, Atlantic Council for International Cooperation
Microcredit is often associated with a potential to reduce poverty, mitigate gender inequities and improve
the overall health of families and communities. Besides poverty reduction, access to micro-credit tends to
advance women’s empowerment. Empowerment can be expressed in multiple dimensions. At the level of
the household, women’s empowerment primarily includes increased confidence and awareness of political,
legal and financial matters and some aspect of decision-making ability and autonomy with regard to self
and family’s education, health, mobility, employment, and financial investments.
Intellectual and developmental disabilities, government policy and social enterprise
Ushnish Sengupta, University of Toronto
This presentation describes the impact of changing government policies in Ontario on social enterprises
employing individuals with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (IDD). Changes in policy have a
magnified effect on individuals with IDD, their families, and the necessary organizational support system.
Government policy changes affects individuals with IDD through the services and funding available,
affecting equity of opportunity and quality of life. For service organizations, changes in government policy
affects the ecosystem of services and funding, enabling the formation of new organizations, closing of
existing organizations, and changes in the types of services offered by each organization.
Language, diffusion channels and social innovations: The case of the worker cooperative movement
Mitch Diamantopoulos, University of Regina
Findings on how ethno-linguistic traditions mediate the worker cooperative sector’s uneven development
are relevant to cooperative research and practice. They underline the importance of translation,
intermediary organizations and other forms of intercultural exchange like study tours to overcoming
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cultural barriers to innovation. Comparing the adoption rates and N-gram scores for worker co-operation
in the U.S., Canada, France and the U.K., this study finds that the model’s trans-Atlantic diffusion path
appears to have diverged along linguistic lines in the globalization era. While the model achieved a critical
mass of self-sustaining sector growth in France and Quebec, development in the UK, the rest of Canada and
the U.S. lag these growth poles of worker cooperation by decades.
WEDNESDAY MAY 30, 4:30 PM – 6:00 PM

Student Meet and Greet/Reception
All are Welcome! Come meet the Emerging Scholars in Nonprofit and Social Economy Research

(Refreshments and Snacks Served)
RM: TBD

THURSDAY MAY 31, 8:00AM – 4:30PM
Gathering Room and Greeting Table: Riddell Centre (RC) 177
THURSDAY MAY 31, 8:30AM – 10:00 AM
C1 Paper theme: Public Benefits of Nonprofits

ROOM: RC 286

Chair: Micheal L. Shier, University of Toronto
Of giraffes and terrariums: How Canada’s largest family foundations provide public benefit
Susan Phillips, Carleton University
How is institutionalized philanthropy serving a public benefit and engaging with public policy in Canada?
This paper develops a model of five ways in which private foundations add value to society and public
policy: through their roles in grantmaking; advancing social innovation; field building; shaping ideas; and
advocating for policy and social change. An assessment of how well Canada’s largest family foundations –
those holding more than $100 million in assets – perform on each of these indicates they are not realizing
their potential and need to be more attentive to their claim to public legitimacy. Equally, governments and
the private sector need to be more creative in how they work with the philanthropic sector.
Nonprofits and civic engagement: An exploratory model for measuring a nonprofit’s ‘civic footprint’
Micheal L. Shier, University of Toronto
Aaron Turpin, University of Toronto
Femida Handy, University of Pennslyvania
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Nonprofits provide a number of benefits to community related to their service delivery mandates.
However, they also indirectly (in relation to their direct service mandates) promote civic engagement by
connecting with donors and volunteers, through activities that support community member interaction,
by collaborating with other organizations, and promoting awareness of community activities and issues.
Together these efforts have been described as representing the ‘civic footprint’ of a nonprofit organization.
This research provides results from a confirmatory factor analysis of a measurement tool that was
developed to assess a nonprofit’s civic footprint. Results demonstrate good model fit indices of a four
latent variable model of a nonprofit’s civic footprint. Assessing a nonprofit’s civic footprint helps to
demonstrate a wider scope of benefits that a nonprofit provides beyond their direct service/mandate
related outcomes.
The “Imbecile” Institution and the Limits of Public Engagement: Art Museums and Structural Barriers to
Public Value Creation
Jen Budney, University of Saskatachewan
This research examines the structural barriers preventing art museums from adapting to their changing
environments to create public value, drawing on the UK’s AHRC Cultural Value Project (2016), along with
data collected from case studies and surveys. I argue that the art museum is what Veblen (1914) referred
to as an “imbecile” institution: one that perpetuates its power so successfully that it seems eternal,
inevitable, and right, even as it disserves the public. I contend that policy-makers must do much more than
encourage improved public engagement for change to occur, and suggest possible policy interventions.
C2 Roundtable: The Saskatchewan Partnership for Arts Research

ROOM: RC 252.2

Chair/Organizer: Mary Blackstone, University of Regina
Presenters:
Mary Blackstone, University of Regina
Sam Hage, University of Regina
Ian McWilliams, University of Regina
Marnie Gladwell, Saskatchewan Arts Alliance
Joshua Gonzales, Trifecta
Marvin Chan, Trifecta
This panel session discusses a case study of how a successful community-university research partnership,
informed by an ecological approach, can enhance an understanding of the relationships, networks and
systems of exchange that compose the social economy. Through this approach the Saskatchewan
Partnership for Arts Research (SPAR) identified important strengths in the arts ecosystem as well as
potential challenges to its long term health and sustainability—including gaps and a lack of diversity among
individuals and organizations connected with the ecosystem that had not been previously understood.
SPAR’s study of the arts ecology responds to the work of scholars such as John Holden (The Ecology of
Culture, AHRC, 2015) and David Throsby (Economics and Culture, Cambridge UP, 2001) and includes not
only the web of relationships connecting artists, arts organizations, and cultural professionals, but also
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those extending more broadly into the community encompassing key players such as arts patrons and
consumers, educators and educational institutions, businesses, community and cultural leaders.
C3 Paper Theme: Education and Curriculum Development

ROOM: RC 221.1/221.2

Chair: Gloria DeSantis, University of Regina
Critical reflections about building nonprofit sector curriculum from the ground up
Gloria DeSantis, University of Regina
The province of Saskatchewan is an interesting place to do research on the nonprofit sector because of
some notable features of the sector, including the highest volunteer rate, the second highest number of
organizations per capita, and one of the highest donor and average donation rates in Canada. This paper
tells the story of how one university designed and operationalized multiple, synergistic conversations with
numerous nonprofits, which eventually led to the formation of a new Saskatchewan-based Voluntary
Sector Studies Network (VSSN) and a new undergraduate certificate on campus.
Different concepts, theories, and approaches to management practices for sustainable social business
economy
Kazi Abdur Rouf, York University
This paper is a literature review of forty five articles and four books that contain different concepts, ideas,
approaches, research findings and management practices of different businesses and companies. The
paper takes a triple bottom line approach, defining sustainability in business as a balanced progress
towards green, social and economic performance, social justice and environmental quality. These articles
contain critical analysis of different sustainability tools and techniques used by different business
managers to create environmental social values in marketing, product development, community relations
and other functions of the business.
Nonprofit management education in Canada
Marty Sulek, Independent Researcher
Roseanne Mirabella, Seton Hall University
This paper provides what we believe is the first comprehensive mapping of the current state of nonprofit
management and philanthropic studies (NMPS) education programs in Canada. We trace the historical
development of NMPS education in Canada, including a discussion of the critical role played by
organizations outside the academic community in stimulating interest among academics to develop
coursework.
Why social entrepreneurship can help infuse STEM education with social concern
Najmeh Keyhani, University of Western Ontario
While STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) education is being promoted for
economic development purposes, many scholars are calling for the need to insert a social element into
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this type of education. Social entrepreneurship is suggested as the proper pathway for carrying this task
out for two reasons. First, being located in the business field, it too, utilizes a business and economic
language. Second, social change and empathy which are lacking in STEM education, are abundant in social
entrepreneurship. With a common language, social entrepreneurship can gain inside access to STEM
education and help infuse it with social concern.
THURSDAY MAY 31, 10:00AM – 10:30AM

- BREAK (Refreshments and Snacks Served)
ROOM: Riddell Centre (RC) 177
THURSDAY MAY 31, 10:30AM – 12:00PM
D1 Panel Presentation: Sisters in Solidarity: Innovation within Diverse Financial Economies
ROOM: RC 286
**ANSER-ARES session cross-listed with CPSA
Chair/Organizer: Caroline Shenaz Hossein, York University
Mutual aid and Somali-Canadians: Tackling financial exclusion through the use of Ayuto in Toronto’s
inner suburbs
Maymun Abukar, York University
Caroline Shenaz Hossein, York University
Black women organize rotating and savings credit associations (ROSCAs) because of what these institutions
have done in assisting them to cope with social and business exclusion in Canada. In this study, we examine
ROSCAs and the role that African-Canadians have played in Canada’s social economy among Black
immigrants. The transnational aspect of ROSCAs questions the idea that the social economy is rooted in a
global south context. This case study interviews 147 people, of which 70 are the “Banker Ladies”– AfricanCanadian women–who create community-driven financial cooperatives in Toronto, Canada’s financial
centre. This paper will explore the various ways ROSCAs impact Caribbean and African Canadian women.
Rotating Savings and Credit Associations (ROSCAs) as local response to poverty: The case of peri-urban
Gambian women
Haddy Njie, North Carolina State University
Women of low educational attainments in The Gambia face significant obstacles in accessing modest
incomes from stable jobs, a disadvantage that also limits their abilities to meet their families' welfare
needs. Consequently, the women have devised some financial strategies for navigating through the
challenges of their socio-economic responsibilities. Among the measures adopted is their participation in
RoSCAs for generating micro-capital. This study analyzes why arrangements like Osusu spring up in the first
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place, and why they have been a useful tool for many of its participants who tend to be excluded in other
kinds of savings and credit schemes.
The circle is unbroken: A personal reflection on Black women, collectives and community development
Ginelle Skerritt, Warden Woods Community Centre
This paper describes the author’s personal experience as a practitioner with the ancient African system
called susu. Susu is a tool for economic empowerment through self-help groups. Susu is a financial system
that was used (and still is) by my family and members of the African Canadian community. When my
parents made the decision to immigrate to Canada in the late 1960s, a community of support came with
them in the form of susu monies which helped pay for flights and early settling expenses. As an adult, I
continued this valued tradition with my colleagues and friends for a decade.
Microfinance as a tool to building community wealth
Susan Henry, Alterna Savings Credit Union
For racialized Canadians there are many social, economic and political barriers when it comes to accessing
affordable financial services. Microfinance has long been a tool used in developed and developing
countries to provide such access and to aid in building strong and healthy communities. The Alterna
Savings Community Micro Finance Program for more than 17 years has been supporting individuals and
organizations through community based micro lending by providing loans up to $25,000. This work will
discuss the experience of microfinance services to low-income and racialized Canadians.
D2 Paper theme: Perceptions, Practices and Engagement in the Social Economy

ROOM: RC 252.2

Chair: Catherine Pearl, Mount Royal University
10<40
Catherine Pearl, Mount Royal Univeristy
Christian Cook, Mount Royal University
Preliminary results from a phenomenological research study that explored the meaning of social enterprise
engagement among a group of social entrepreneurs will be shared. Ten in depth interviews were held with
entrepreneurs aged 24-39 meeting the inclusion criterion, and self-identifying as social entrepreneurs.
Over the course of this study, researchers sought to understand the lived experience of the research
participants and how these experiences informed a decision to establish a social enterprise.
Nonprofit sector work as transformative experience
Scott MacMillan, Mount Saint Vincent University
This paper argues that nonprofit sector work can be an unexpected, transformative experience for many
people. It builds on a study on career development in the YMCA in which thirty-three interviews were
conducted with senior staff. For most of the people interviewed the work resulted in an unexpected, and
life-changing experience. A transformative experience is a life-changing experience in two ways: (1) It is
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epistemically transformative, i.e., gives new information in virtue of the experience, and, (2) It is personally
transformative and changes how the individual experiences being who she is. Nonprofit sector work as a
transformative experience has major implications for how people view their lives and career choices.
Nonprofit employee engagement and perception of human resource practices: What you see is what
you get
Kunle Akingbola, Lakehead University
Sephora Kerekou, Université Laval
Aurelas Tohon, Université Laval
This research examines the multidimensional relationship between employees’ perceptions of HR
practices and employee engagement in nonprofits. Nonprofit engagement is influenced significantly by
employees’ perception of HR practices that they find valuable individually and central to the public good
in the mission and values that employees are able to actualize through nonprofits. The findings suggest
that perception of HR practices at individual and organizational levels are associated with employee
engagement, and that HR practices are antecedents of engagement and emphasize how employees
perceive HR practices individually through the process of shared sense-making which influence their
behaviour and attitudes.

D3 Paper Theme: Cultivating Diversity Within and Beyond Co-operatives: A Social Justice Perspective
ROOM: ED 388
**Cross-Listed Session from CASC
Metis Grannies Circle of Safety Co-op
Judith Harris, University of Winnipeg
Gerrie Prymak, North End Stay and Play Co-op
This paper presents the results of a project that identifies the supports needed for a multi-stakeholder coop initiative to succeed in a community characterized by inner-city conditions. The project records the
experience of training, co-learning, and co-op design toward the development of a new enterprise with a
group of Metis women in Winnipeg’s north end. The project provides an opportunity to examine the
values, norms and networks that exist in north end inner-city neighbourhoods, that might support a social
co-op. Teaching and discussion take place in learning circles open to the core group of five. The team and
the instructor/co-researcher, explore community-based and culturally-based traditions of co-operation as
we develop the co-op. By consulting and interviewing inner-city co-op members and co-op developers, the
project evaluates the idea of a second tier co-op or inner-city co-op federation that can provide supports
for this and other co-ops in the inner-city.
Incarcerated Workers' Co-ops: New Frontier for the US Cooperative Movement?
Jessica Gordon-Nembhard, John Jay College, City University of NY
Puerto Rico, Italy, Sweden, Ethiopia are having success with worker co-ops in prisons and owned by
incarcerated citizens. There is increasing interest and discussion of this in the U.S. Gordon-Nembhard has
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established partnerships with incarcerated citizens, and organizations they partly control, to explore the
development of worker cooperatives in prisons and with returning citizens; and to develop appropriate
worker co-op education and training. The paper will explore the value proposition that incarcerated
worker co-ops address multiple economic, social, and human development challenges of incarcerated
citizens. The author will also report on conversations with incarcerated citizens about worker
cooperatives, as well as a research project surveying prisoners about cooperatives. Gordon-Nembhard will
conclude this paper with policy recommendations and the beginnings of an implementation strategy.
Supporting Enterprise Development and Innovation in Indigenous Communities
Lou Hammond Ketilson, University of Saskatchewan
A number of Indigenous communities in Canada have established credit unions /caisses populaires to
address a broad range of financial service needs. A significant portion of this population lives in rural and
remote locations and many do not have access to these services in their communities. The inability to
access capital from mainstream financial institutions is considered a major barrier to enterprise
development. A 1980’s effort by the federal government to address this gap resulted in the creation of
Aboriginal Financial Institutions. Today there are a total of fifty across Canada; the Arctic Co-operatives
Development Fund is one of the most successful. The approach employed by Arctic Co-operatives Limited
has demonstrated success as a strategy in remote rural communities challenged by poverty, geography
and climate. ACDF is central to the model. This paper documents the strengths and weaknesses of the
development approach, as well as the contextual drivers.
THURSDAY MAY 31, 12:00 PM – 1:30PM
D4 Panel Presentation: Co-Operative and Worker-Owned Alternatives to Corporate Academic Publishing
ROOM: CL 305
** Cross-Listed Session from CPSA
Presenters:
Errol Sharpe, Fernwood Publishing
Claude-Andre Guillotte, Université de Sherbrooke (COOPSCO)
JJ McMurtry, York University (ANSERJ)
An interdisciplinary roundtable panel on alternatives to corporate publishing, participants will discuss
struggles and success stories, connections between journals and academic associations, avenues for open
access and co-operative publishing, along with other innovative ways of moving beyond the for-profit
model.
**Refreshments will be provided
***NOTE: This event is scheduled at the same time as the ANSER-ARES Lunch and Keynote Address
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THURSDAY MAY 31, 12:00 PM

– LUNCH –
(provided)
ROOM: Classroom Building – CL 112
THURSDAY MAY 31, 12:15PM – 1:15PM

Keynote Address
Kristin Catherwood
Heritage Saskatchewan
Untangling the Intangible: How Intangible Cultural Heritage Works in Community
Kristin Catherwood is the Intangible Cultural Heritage Development Officer for Heritage Saskatchewan.
Kristin earned her Master’s degree in Folklore from Memorial University of Newfoundland with a thesis
focused on barns as a symbol of the family farm in southern Saskatchewan. Kristin has been with
Heritage Saskatchewan since 2015, having previously worked for SaskCulture and the National Film
Board of Canada’s Grasslands Project. Born and raised on a family farm near Ceylon, Kristin once again
calls rural Saskatchewan home. She is passionate about the cultural landscape of the prairies and the
continuing resilience of rural communities. An experienced storyteller, Kristin uses story in her work to
connect people with place and discover how living heritage weaves through our daily lives.
ROOM: Classroom Building – CL 112

THURSDAY MAY 31, 1:30 PM – 3:00 PM
E1 Paper Theme: Social Enterprises

ROOM: RC 286

Chair: Victoria Carlan, Government of Canada, Impact and Innovation Unit, Privy Council Office
Enhancing investment readiness of social enterprises: A decision-making framework for social impact
measurement method implementation and integration
Victoria Carlan, Government of Canada, Impact and Innovation Unit, Privy Council Office
This presentation shares the findings of a recent study of three social enterprises that have integrated
impact measurement into their core functions. Discussed is the use of appreciative inquiry to data
collection and analysis as well as the application of socio-technical systems theory in determining key
organizational elements for impact measurement integration. Participating social enterprises included a
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charity, a social-purpose business and a hybrid organization. Despite the diversity of the corporate
structure, there were several commonalities and a few notable differences in approach to implementation.
These are discussed and contributions to further theory building is presented.
Charity shops and the political economy of the nonprofit sector
Kristen Pue, University of Toronto
The charity shop movement began with Salvation Army salvage shops in late nineteenth century England,
in the context of changes to the social order prompted by the Industrial Revolution. Today, nonprofit retail
is a different phenomenon: it has spread globally, and the Salvation Army model of physical shops vending
donated second-hand items is just one of several. This exploratory study compares the use of nonprofit
retail across 193 organizations, comprising the national affiliates of 22 leading international nongovernmental organizations in 12 countries.
Product innovation at AMUL, India: The role of embeddedness
Abhijit Ghosh, Concordia College
This study is motivated by the desire to understand the embeddedness of cooperatives’ growth strategies
within their unique socio-political context. Based on qualitiative data obtained from fieldwork, I provide a
rich account of product innovation of a milk coop – AMUL, India – in a resource-constrained context. This
paper teases out how the reciprocal interaction between strategic intent, strategic initiatives and the
broader context enabled AMUL to reduce its dependence on a government monopsony to diversify into a
range of value-added products. At a theoretical level, this paper provides a contextual understanding of
the processes by which social enterprises grow to achieve scale and scope economies despite resource
constraints.
E2 Roundtable: Conferencing in Review: 10 Years of Presentations at ANSER-ARES

ROOM: RC 252.2

Chair and Organizers:
Laurie Mook, Arizona State University
Luc Thériault, University of New Brunswick
Discussants:
Shirley Thompson, University of Manitoba
Jack Quarter, University of Toronto
This presentation offers an analysis of ten years of conference presentations of ANSER-ARES. From the first
meeting in Vancouver in 2008, to Toronto in 2017, association members have been meeting annually to
present research and engage in scholarly discussions on nonprofits and the social economy. Data were
gathered from conference programs and analyzed considering the profile of the presenters, and the topic
of research. We also compared results of the first four years, the time period of the SSHRC funded Social
Economy research program, to subsequent years.
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E3 Paper Theme: Co-operatives and Universities: Unique Challenges & Opportunities
**Cross-Listed Session from CASC

ROOM: ED 315

The University as a Site of Place-Based Entrepreneurship: The Case of the Green Campus Co-operative
Darryl Reed, York University
Madison Hopper, York University
Place-based entrepreneurship (PBE) is a particular form of social entrepreneurship oriented to the needs
and resources of specific communities. Based upon the premise that social entrepreneurs in specific
communities have access to resources (local knowledge, organizational structures, social capital, etc.) that
provide them with competitive advantages over conventional firms, PBE is most closely associated with
rural communities. This chapter investigates universities as another site of PBE. It does so by analyzing a
not-for-profit co-operative that functions as a social entrepreneur. Employing a case study method, it
examines three enterprises that the co-operative has sought to incubate (a café, a pub and a garment
company). It draws upon interviews and documentary evidence to uncover and analyze the unique
strategies and tactics that the co-operative has employed to incubate each of these enterprises and to
evaluate and account for their results.
Beyond the Consumer/Worker Distinction: Special Governance Challenges at Student Housing Cooperatives
Tristan Laing, Campus Co-operative Residence
Student Housing Co-operatives (SHCs) make up a distinct category of co-operatives because they contain
elements of consumer co-operation (housing is a consumable good), and at the same time worker cooperation (members perform the bulk of the domestic labour). At their best they can be transformative
sites of co-operative education, enacting and promoting social justice, and serving as inclusionary spaces
for marginalized groups on University campuses. However, the hybrid character of co-operation at SHCs
can cause governance challenges, and conflicts emerge when staff and members dispute appropriate
levels of managerial centralization in the names of financial efficiency vs. member control. The most
successful and stable SHCs cope with these challenges in two key ways: 1) large boards elected from local
constituencies ensuring every member has proximate access to representation, and 2) elaborate
committee and officer structures, supported by staff, which formalize the involvement of a substantial
portion of members in operations.
A History of the Centre for the Study of Co-operatives at the University of Saskatchewan
Merle Massie, University of Saskatchewan
The Centre for the Study of Co-operatives (CSC) has grown from a locally-focused creation to a worldrenowned centre for co-operative study, research, teaching and extension. The CSC has engaged a contract
research historian to write a history of the Centre. Using interviews with faculty, staff, board members,
students and others, along with Centre publications including board and Director reports, self-reflective
documents such as mission statements, and its list of publications, this paper will provide an overview of
the Centre’s history. Its focus will be on the role of interdisciplinarity as a foundational concept for the
Centre, and what that concept has contributed to co-operative studies.
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THURSDAY MAY 31, 3:15PM – 4:45PM
F1 Roundtable: Training Youth for the Workforce through Work Integration Social Enterprises
ROOM: RC 286
Chair/Organizer: Jack Quarter, University of Toronto
Presenters/Speakers:
Jack Quarter, University of Toronto
Andrea Chan, University of Toronto
Jean-Marc Fontan, Université du Québec à Montréal
Shelley Lepp, University of Toronto
Laurie Mook, Arizona State University
Kate Reyes, University of Toronto
Jorge Sousa, University of Alberta
Shirley Thompson, University of Manitoba
With the growing interest in market-based solutions to social problems, work integration social enterprises
(WISEs) have emerged across Canada and internationally that are designed to integrate into the workforce
members of marginalized social groups (e.g., people with serious disabilities, youth with limited schooling
and job training, ex-offenders, and people marginalized because of race or recent immigration). The
proposed WISE Longitudinal Evaluation Project aims to assess whether WISEs that train at-risk youth are
achieving their goals. Using a pan-Canadian design involving data from six major cities, we will address
this aim through the following research objectives, one of which focuses on the individual trainees of WISEs
and the other on the organizational level. The purpose of this roundtable is to present findings of our
research to date, primarily baseline data at this point. There will be the presentations on the following
components of the research and then a question and answer: Jack Quarter, an overview to the research;
Jean-Marc Fontan, the Montreal study; Annie Luk and Laurie Mook, the Toronto data to date; Shirley
Thompson, the Manitoba data to date; Jorge Sousa, the Alberta data to date.
F2 Paper theme: Financial Sustainability and Government Policy

ROOM: RC 252.2

Chair: Narttana Sakolvittayanon, Portland State University
Strategies towards fiscal sustainability for nonprofits: A case study in Thailand
Narttana Sakolvittayanon, Portland State University
This research aims to create and validate models for explaining strategies that nonprofit organizations in
Thailand adopt to achieve fiscal sustainability when they face a decline in foreign funding. The proposed
model from this study can make two main contributions to the literature. First, this study tests the extent
to which the explanatory capacities of existing theories and concepts that are developed based on the
Western context on nonprofit organizations in different historical and cultural contexts. Second, this study
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develops a theoretical model to explain strategies that fiscally sustainable nonprofit organizations in
Thailand adopt after facing a decline in foreign funding.
The role of revenue volatility in local spending volatility: A comparison of Tokyo metropolitan local
governments
Tran Thien-Vu, Tokyo Metropolitan University
Joseph Drew, Tokyo Metropolitan University
Masayoshi Noguchi, Tokyo Metropolitan University
Volatility in local government expenditure can have significant implications for the health of local
economies. It is therefore essential to understand how fluctuations in the various components of municipal
revenue translate into expenditure volatility. We examine the association between revenue and
expenditure volatility for Tokyo Metropolitan Governments – which are comprised of both Special Wards
and Tama Cities – through recourse to a six-year panel of fiscal data (2010 to 2015 inclusive). We find
evidence of statistically significant positive associations between the volatility of most local taxes and
expenditure volatility, but negative associations between the volatility of grant allocations and
expenditure volatility. This suggests that grants play an important role in smoothing out local government
expenditures in Tokyo and that the prescription for greater reliance on local taxation, found in much of
the literature, may not be appropriate for Japanese local governments.
F3 Paper Theme: Space and the Social Economy

ROOM: 221.1/221.2

Chair: Anthony Piscitelli, Wilfrid Laurier University
Placing intimate partner violence in Brantford
Anthony Piscitelli, Wilfrid Laurier University
Placing Intimate Partner Violence in Brantford explores how non-profit organizations create a sense of
place in the City of Brantford for Victims of Intimate Partner Violence (IPV). Place explains how human
experience shape locations and how these locations shape how humans experience the world. This study
presents a theory as to how non-profit sector organizations create a sense of place for victims of IPV in
Brantford, Ontario.
Ecomuseums: Providing space for community initiatives and evolving partnerships
Adela Tesarek Kincaid, University of Regina
Amber Fletcher, University of Regina
Ecomuseums are primarily community-based endeavors that respond to local needs while being guided
by sustainability. Through partnerships and community initiatives, ecomuseums have the ability to develop
democratic projects that focus on connections to local history, environment and heritage; and from a
research perspective could be viewed as living laboratories. Two examples of evolving ecomuseums are
presented: one specific initiative that creates an educational program to be delivered on a local
conservation easement in southern Saskatchewan and the other that aims to orient the Lac La Croix
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Indigenous Pony as an ecomuseum. Each ecomuseum example is formed and connected through various
spatial scales to local, regional and global networks.
While poverty is a global problem resulting from global issues, its definition and solution can only be
found locally
Kazi Abdur Rouf, York University
The article emphasizes that while poverty is a global problem resulting from global issues, its solution can
only be found locally and therefore the nature of poverty must be defined locally. My working experiences
in different countries is highlighted and leads to the conclusion that external agencies’ universal definition
of poverty and poverty prescriptions for social and economic development are not effective to local socioeconomic development. Rather contextually designed good governance programs are better suited for
local development and to address the issue of poverty. Examples are provided from local nongovernmental
organizations.
THURSDAY MAY 31, 5:30 PM – 9:00 PM

BANQUET
Wascana Centre (2900 Wascana Drive, Regina)
Cash bar at 5:30 PM
Banquet Dinner at 6:30 PM
Master of Ceremonies: Luc Thériault, University of New Brunswick

FRIDAY JUNE 1, 8:00AM – 12:30PM
Greeting ROOM: Riddell Centre (RC) 177
FRIDAY JUNE 1, 8:30AM – 10:00AM
H1 Paper Theme: Partnerships and Stakeholder Engagement in the Social Economy
**ANSER-ARES Cross-Listed Session with CASC

ROOM: RC 286

Chair: Annabelle Berthiaume, McGill University
Community autonomy from past to present: Partnerships between the state and philanthropic
foundation in Quebec as a reform of public action
Annabelle Berthiaume, McGill University
Sylvain Lefèvre, Université du Québec à Montréal
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This research retraces the emergence of Quebec’s public-philanthropic partnerships in order to enlighten
the triangular dynamics and past and present debates around the role of the State, foundations, and
community organizations. The research is based on literature review and three year field work in the
philanthropic sector, including participant observations, interviews and research with a philanthropic
foundation. We discuss formal partnerships between a provincial government and the Lucie and André
Chagnon Foundation that emerged a decade ago. In a nutshell, this new institutional arrangement has
reactivated some historical tensions related to the community organizations’ request for autonomy, while
conferring to a private foundation a pivotal role between State and non-profit sector.
Layers of collaboration for sustained change: Organizational, frontline and community
Susan Ramsundarsingh, University of Toronto
Hieu Van Ngo, University of Calgary
Kelli Stevens, University of Calgary
Frank Johnston, Impact 8 Consulting Group
Judy Hansen, Impact 8 Consulting Group
This grounded theory study explores effective collaboration and sustainability amongst social service
providers working with criminal and gang involved youth. Based on 25 interviews from seven cities across
Canada, this paper provides insight on collaboration at different levels within the organization including
organization-to-organization collaboration, collaboration between front-line workers, and community
collaborations. It outlines the ways that collaboration is different at each level, and explains how
collaboration at each level impacts the sector, organizations, service users, policy and sustainability. This
paper provides concrete recommendations from participants and practice examples.
Italian community cooperatives: New organisations for community empowerment and socio-economic
development
Michele Bianchi, University Carlo Bo
During these years of economic crisis, reduction of welfare state, and redefinition of public sector’s role, a
new form of cooperation has emerged in Italy: the Community Co-op. This is an innovative approach to
the co-op model, normally intended as a democratic way to redistribute benefits among members. The
Community Co-ops work for a sustainable growth of territories through the involvement of different
stakeholders, public and private, expanding the plethora of beneficiaries. This new form of cooperation is
steering a devolution of power from public sector to citizens in terms of socio-economic development and
management of local services.
H2 Paper Theme: Trust and Nonprofits

ROOM: RC 252.2

Chair: Christopher N. Dougherty, University of Toronto
Trust and transparency: accreditation and impact reporting by Canadian charities
Christopher N. Dougherty, Carleton University
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This paper examines the correlation between two trust-building behaviours: public reporting of impact by
Canadian charities through their annual reports and accreditation under Imagine Canada’s Standards
Program. Quantitative methods using nominal level variables were used to examine the variance of
reporting behaviour by charities with their accreditation status and size by revenue. Data were collected
from the CRA website, charity websites, and by reviewing charity annual reports. The observed differences
between accredited charities, not-yet-accredited charities, and non-accredited charities suggest that there
may be additional factors underlying public reporting of impact.
Explaining trust in nonprofits: The effects of institutional trust and perceptions of nonprofit
accountability, transparency, and familiarity
Micheal L. Shier, University of Toronto
Megan Farwell, University of Pennsylvania
Femida Handy, University of Pennsylvania
Trust in nonprofits by the general population is critical to the sector. For instance, many nonprofits rely on
volunteers and donors from among the general population to meet their mandates. This paper uses data
from a nationwide survey to explore the importance of various factors – institutional trust, perceptions of
sector transparency and accountability, and familiarity with nonprofits – in influencing trust of the
Canadian nonprofit sector. Perceptions of nonprofit accountability, transparency, and familiarity all had
statistically significant effects on individual levels of trust in charitable nonprofits. Recommendations are
provided that highlight ways in which nonprofits could boost each within current organizational
procedures and processes.

FRIDAY JUNE 1, 10:00AM – 10:30AM

- BREAK (Refreshments and Snacks Served)
ROOM: Riddell Centre (RC) 177
FRIDAY JUNE 1, 10:30AM – 12:00PM
J1 Paper Theme: Indigenous Research

ROOM: RC 286

Chair: Peter Elson, University of Victoria
Reflections on a journey: Decolonization, teaching, research, and the social economy
Peter R Elson, University of Victoria
This author has embarked on a path toward self-decolonization. This path has taken the form of enrolling
in a graduate certificate program in Indigenous Nationhood at the University of Victoria. This paper will
explore the initial experiences and consequences of this journey – both personal and professional –
together with the challenges and opportunities it represents for a privileged white male settler living and
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working on unceded territory in Victoria, BC. Personal reflections and the challenges to nonprofit and
social economy education, teaching, and research will be presented.
Indigenous research: A Moonias perspective
Greg Riehl, Saskatchewan Polytechnic
Sharing what I have learned as a moonias working with Indigenous people on Indigenous research projects,
from non-profit Community Based Organizations to Universities, I offer some advice of the do’s and do
nots, a perspective from a settler-male white-privilege background, to acceptance and support. What is an
Indigenous Community? How do you find, and work with Elders? What is two-eyed seeing and why does
OCAP matter? The platinum rule and wise, not best, practices in research. Knowing where you are and
where you come from is vital to establish positive, meaningful relationships as research is all about
relationships.
Can community-led post-secondary education improve housing and food security in First Nation? What
is the role of academic research and partnerships?
Shirley Thompson, University of Manitoba
Post-secondary education, if community-led and projects-based, has the potential to transform education,
food and housing policy, as well as build capacity locally in remote First Nations lacking road access.
Conducting participatory action research will collaborate to leapfrog Indigenous development and postsecondary education from colonially imposed to self-determined and community-led educational
development. Education programs have the potential to build capacity in the most pressing areas of
housing, and Indigenous food systems in Island Lake. Island Lake communities lack critical infrastructure,
having a housing shortage of 1500 homes as well as most existing homes being overcrowded, dilapidated
and often without running water.
J2 Paper Theme: Human Resource Management and Performance

ROOM: RC 252.2

Chair: Yvonne D. Harrison, Luther College at the University of Regina
Filling the gap in nonprofit technical capacity to account for board performance: Results from a large
scale longitudinal board performance assessment investigation
Yvonne D. Harrison, Luther College at the University of Regina
This paper reports on perceptions of nonprofit board of director effectiveness as reported by the first 5,000
users of an online board performance self-assessment application designed to fill a gap in board technical
capacity to account for board performance. Data come from individuals who serve on and interact with
boards of directors of nonprofit organizations in North America, Australia, Europe and other countries.
Results are compared across the different types of individual role perspectives, board governance models,
organization type, and country to identify perceptual patterns in the survey data. The paper concludes
with a discussion of the results along with next steps in the research.
Strategic human resource management and the paradox of employee volunteer interchangeability
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Kunle Akingbola, Lakehead University
Suwimon Phaetthayana, University of Toronto
This research examines the paradox of volunteer employee interchangeability as the core of the HRM
practices in a social enterprise organization. Specifically, it investigates a) how the human and social capital
derived from volunteer employee interchangeability are the critical drivers in the strategic intent of the
organization, and b) how the challenges of volunteer employee interchangeability could mitigate the
strategic intent of the organization. Our findings show that while employee interchangeability may be one
of the core resource, social values and competitive advantage drivers, it can equally mitigate and stymy
the strategic intent and growth of the organization especially in a supported social enterprise.
Key elements of an organizational culture orientated towards workplace safety in human service
workplaces
Aaron Turpin, University of Toronto
Micheal L. Shier, University of Toronto
David Nicholas, University of Calgary
John R. Graham, University of British Columbia (Okanagan)
Interpersonal interactions within workplaces are a key facet of an organization’s culture. While
organizational cultures might be developed for different purposes, a culture that is orientated towards
creating safe working conditions is universally important within the human services. Such a culture can
help prevent negative occupational health outcomes among workers, and subsequently improved
outcomes for vulnerable service recipients. Utilizing qualitative methods of investigation with a sample of
publicly employed human service workers in Alberta, Canada (n=75), the results from this study highlight
key interpersonal and institutional dynamics that prevent workplace violence within human service
workplaces, and support an organizational culture orientated towards workplace safety and well-being.
The findings have implications in other organizational settings and sectors (including nonprofit human
service organizations).
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